Use of computer simulation to evaluate a putative cluster of genetic or teratologic outcomes: adjustment for "multiple hypotheses" and application to a reported excess of Down's syndrome.
The identification of an apparent excess of a genetic outcome in a particular area and/or a particular time often provokes considerable public alarm about the presence of an environmental mutagen. It is often difficult to determine in any particular case whether the observation, whatever its nominal statistical significance, is due to chance concatenation of events or to an environmental factor. Statistical evaluation is made more difficult by the profuse number of possible hypotheses that could have triggered concern about an excess. This renders it difficult to calculate the actual probability of the observation (or one more extreme). By attempting to identify similar types of outcomes that could have provoked an apparent excess and then undertaking computer simulations assuming random deviations from a constant rate, one may attempt to adjust for the problem of multiple hypotheses. We apply this approach to a reported excess of Down's syndrome in Norway in 1985-1986 in younger mothers, and conclude that there is a high probability that it arose by chance.